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A radically new front page 
- a menu of news

As soon as the decision was made to “go tabloid,” the editors
asked for a design that would allow a high item count and a 
dramatically increased presence in street racks and stores. They
didn’t hesitate to consider non-traditional story presentation –
i.e., an all-promo front page – and felt that no one would miss
jumping stories from the front page. The ingredients: bold images,
daring headlines, a lively mix of urgency and fun, and a broad
definition of what’s “news.” A great column has as much chance
of getting teased out front as a big story about crime or celeb
news. Staffer Tom Borromeo was recruited from his role doing
editorial cartoons and laying out op-ed pages to become design
editor of Page One. Planning and communication were dramati-
cally transformed to allow brainstorming much earlier in the day,
and front-page elements are edited heavily up until deadline.
(These are all “real,” post-redesign, staff-produced pages).

GREATER RACK PRESENCE: Where once the Examiner may have had two
stories visible in the racks, now it has from 8 to 11 elements in display type (22
point or larger). And the back page, Sports, is sometimes shown in an adjacent
racks, doubling the paper’s appeal to sports fans.

Photo illustrations can sometimes be
used, as in this case, a Page One package
that actually teased to a prominent
feature in that day’s food section.

Mug shots as lead art? Why not? The
Examiner doesn’t hesitate when it’s a
compelling story, in this case an
important local story from City Hall.

Mug shots as lead art? Why not? In this
case, a local TV personality got herself in
hot water and made headlines in classic
tabloid style.

On Fridays, The Examiner doesn’t
hesitate to play up its weekend
entertainment and culture coverage. A
splashy gold box points readers to
what’s going on. 

The lead head as a question, a black-
and-white photo (of a colorful S.F.
scene, the Golden Gate Bridge) and an
ominous black border with reversed
type combine for an impactful front.

Though the Examiner is locally focused,
an urgent story from abroad, and a
great AP photo, are also candidates for
the front page. 

At times, a mug shot can be reduced and
combined with numbers. In this case,
the story is less about the person than it
is about the outrageous salary she takes
home from a local nonprofit. 


